
Cloudy 7 – A Heavens Tale (for ever!)
With: deceased real life people living on up there, joining my best
friend, who is now "Cloudy", who loves music and skateboarding

and hates cleaning - But Heaven is full of surprises. 

Chapter 1 – Cloudy

The first chapter, that was told in 12/2014 for the first time (only in illustrations
https://www.theisolationartist.com/cloudy ) helped me and everyone who saw it intensly,

unlike anything else in the world could have possibly helped to process the loss. 

In memory of professional Skateboarder Wilko Grüning: 9.6.1987 - 24.12.2014

Chapter 2 – Smoky, Merlin & Mister W.

"I CANT BREATH! I CANT BREATH" the new arrival silently screams awaking in panic. 
Followed by blury eyesights: "Great, now on top they blinded me, i cant believe this".

Suddenly a voice appears: "Excause me Mister Lady friend? Would you mind to kneel 
aside, i am trying to do my line here!" 

Arrival: "What? Who is speaking? I cant see, I was blinded by these criminals"

"I am a concerned citizen and you are tresspassing my property! Leave or i will call the 
cops! I am kidding haha! Look at that sign over there" – Cloudy points toward a wooden 
sign saying "No Power".

And where there is no power, there is no power-abuse.

Arrival: "Are you kidding me?"

Cloudy: "Yes, i just told you"

Arrival: "And i just told you i am blind!"

Cloudy: "Yeah but you also claim you cant breath while one who cant breath cant be 
kiddinged, cause i wouldnt do that. I would delifiprivate, delefepirate, i mean delifepee, 
peepee... uhm... I dont know how its called. I gotta ask Master Jawagumah!"

Arrival: "Who the hell is speaking there and where am i?"

Cloudy: "You meant "Who the Heaven". Just wait and chill, youre in shock and... why do i 
always have to tell this to everyone AAAH" Stroke by a sudden realisation Cloudy jumps 
on his skateboard to finally make his line, the only way to be freed from punishments, at 
least he was told in a non-verbal mighty fingerly way.

https://www.theisolationartist.com/cloudy


"SORRY GOTTA GO! SEEYA LATER FRIEND!" halls through heaven and "swooosh" a 
sound of a strong wind appears, and the arrivals sight returns. 

Shocked again she feels to be dreaming, yet also realizing the nightmare before arriving 
finally ended - And so she adepts, fast as she always did, and first thing: inhales a cloud 
as if she has never done something else. When suddenly a floatingf glass-alike square 
with 4 red corners appears.

"Jaja, sure, the smoking area!" She comments convinced and steps onto the square, that 
instantly turns into a cube of smoke by her exhaling.
Even thought she didnt expect this at all, she doesnt mind and continues to inhale, to 
relax. 

Not able to see once again, she mumbles to herself, yet expecting to be heard "So where 
is he? Aha, whatever, he can come to me, i am not walking around like a fool"

"My flame is this you?" Suddenly a fistant male voice shouts.

"No its not your flame, but yes its me!" The arrival responds mubling.

"Finnally youre dead! I am so happy you are finally dead! I was waiting for days!"

"Jaja, now your dreams came true, congratulations! But what are you talking about "days", 
its been year..." Suddenly she pauses. 

"My flame come over my flame, come over here" the male voice shouts.

"Do i look like a fool? Aint walking a step ever again! I am in heaven, so where are my 
wings?".

Voice: "My flame, my flame dont worry my flame..." 

Arrival: "You better stop this flame-nonesense, you coward!"

Voice: "Oh come on, its just been days! Now get your ass over here".

Arrival: "That sounds better, i thought you lost your balls up here! Still aint walking! I 
demand my wings, oh ja, i better get my wings for i was about to share some money! But 
now this ungreateful breed of a greedy evil piece of..."

Voice: "Okay okay my flame, i am preparing the taxi, just calm down!".

Arrival: "I am calm!"

Voice: "Sure my flame, dont worry, the taxi will be there in no time!"

Arrival: "I am not waiting that long! I have to find Merlin!" She mumbles and leaves the 
smoking area, walking – 

And the smoking area follows, like good dog.



Meanwhile 207 Clouds NEWS (North-East-West-South) of the "Jungle"

Mister W.: "What did you say? My flame? My flame??? Just wait where you are, i am 
preparing this taxi, it must be ready soon! My flame? Dont leave havens-gate, you'll get 
lost! My flame? Jesus christ!" - suddenly he loses his tamper and hits the taxi to be – when
a cloud-tire dissapears. 

"You gotta be shitting me! It took forever to build these tires!" he shouts and throws down 
the cloud-tool, whenit suddenly dissapears.

"NO! NO! NO NO NO! Where is it? Where is is that thing? Return! Come back! Tool 
appear! Tool jump! Tool fly! Tool go to hell! No wait, Tool melt in hell! I need a drink!" - 
Suddenly he holds a bottle in his hand. 

"What the???" He wonders.
 
To inspect the new appearance he is looking into the bottle discovering a universe of a 
cloudy liquid-fill that dissapears, while a dizzy feeling rises.

As his eyes return to heaven, he instantly goes for a test: "I need a bar!", when explosivly 
a house sized bar appears, pushing big waves of clouds into 7 directions.

"WOOHO! YEHA BABY!" he celebrates the appearance and continues motivated:
"I need a chair!" - nothing.
"I need another drink" - nothing. 
"I need a drink!" - nothing.
"I need a taxi!" - nothing.
"I need god!" - nothing.
"God damnit!" - suddenly he freezes by the presense of another gigantic shiney 
appearance, THE FINGER, yet remembering his wife questioning the existence of his 
testicals causes him almost to attempt to show some balls and rebell, if only he wouldnt 
feel at the same time his dizzyness fastly rising, intensly, while his body grows with the 
same speed – he turns into a giant, rises far above the ocean of clouds  –  where he has 
to throw up... liquid cloudy-falls.

While the fall is falling, splitting at the gigantic finger in two slow rains, Mister W. is back in 
size, now staring up at the old rusty shiney finger trying to say something, but finds himself
just hiksing little clouds.
As intimidating the almighty finger seems to him, he begins to realize that he might not 
point toward him, but rather into a direction. "The tool?" he wonders, 
when suddenly a voice appears: "Man i was soooooo close! Now would you mind stop 
hiksing?! And here is your tool, it blocked my wheel, got a flatspot, you owe me!".

"Oh hello little friend" he says happy to see Cloudy again and prepares the tool to make it 
up to him, when suddenly "swoooosh", a mop brushes his mouth - its Cloudy now shrinked
sitting on his nose trying to stop the hiksing.

                                                               TBC...

In memory of professional Smoker Karola Werner 8.7.1958 – 26. 7. 2020,

Her husband i never met, who died long ago, 

and her dog Merlin, who passed away in 2019. 



Chapter 3 – Mister D.

"BE CAREFUUUUUL!" Cloudy shouts - too late: Collision!

"IT HURTS SO MUCH, IT HURTS SO MUCH" The kneeling arrival yells.

Cloudy: "You cant have pain up here" he informs and picks up his skateboard.

Arrival: "It hurts so much!"

Cloudy: "Yo Mister Buddy-Guy, its just the shock, there is no pain! Concentrate and you'll 
see. Sorry, i dont have time, seeya later!" he explains and jumps right back on the four 
wheeled wood, to finally make the line of tricks he was working so hard for - the past 5 
hours - happen. 

Arrival: "HEY! WAIT! IT HURTS, IT HURTS SO MUCH!" 

Cloudy: "Man i am sorry, i really gotta make this line, i dont wanna clean again!" - And  
"smooosh" he dissapears.

7 clouds later

"BE CAREEFUUUUUL! WOOOOOHO!" The little pink creature shouts missing the new 
friend just by a cloud.

"WOOOHOOHOHOOOOO!" halls through heaven - Cloudy is on fire and is about to make 
the line come true, just one more trick, the NBD (Never Been Done), a backflip to 
cloudslide at the top of the Cloud-Pipe at the horizon – He is almost there!
Yet suddenly the horizon-pipe dissapears, again.

Cloudy: "HEY! What the cloud is going on here?! Mister Finger stop this, let me do it! I got 
so close! Come on dont do this to meI Let me do it!" He demands and does a backflip on 
his standing board, to demonstrate his motivation and skill, again. 

Suddenly: THE FINGER, pointing toward the new arrival - And slowly dissapears again. 

Cloudy: "OH HELL NO! I mean "HEAVEN NO! I AM NOT GONNA..." he starts to shout up 
the sky, when he already finds himself holding the mop, right next to the new arrival.
"Ugh" he makes a quiet sound of powerlessness and begins his seemingly everlasting 
punishment once again in silence and slides the mop around the kneeling whimering 
arrival without paying attention to him, since he is the one who spreads the tears he now 
has to clean.

Right after his first circle around him, he finds himself confusingly starting all over.
And with another circle again, when he stops looking at the crying saying "Hey friend, 
would you mind finally, i wanna go skate and play the drum. If you dont stop crying the 
clouds cant return and i dont wanna skate on the glass, i would i feel watched, they could 
see my... you know what. You never know when planes..."

Suddenly an intensly loud tornado-like erruption crashes through the groundglass causing 
Cloudy to scream for his afterlife "AAAAAAAAAAAAAH", like the last times - 



While nothing happens: Within a blink of an eye, the airplane is far away and the new 
arrival is still crying – he didnt even recognize it.

Now Cloudy is getting curious "Yo friend-new-guy-man, do you already have a name? 
Whats your tat standing for, "SD", are you "Super Duper"? "Sir Duper"? Okay, I see, nice 
to meet you Mister Sir Duper. I have tats as well, look at this one!" Cloudy says 
enthisiastic, while unconsciously letting go of the mop, to turn his behind toward the face of
the arrival.
"Look at my tat" Cloudy says while twisting himself desperately trying to get sight of it 
himself, now asking "Is it still there? Hey! Mister Sir Duper, look please, i need to know if 
its still there, because..." suddenly he interrupts to lean toward the arrivals ear, where he 
lays his little hands around and continues whispering: "i dont trust this big finger-guy, he 
punishes me eversince i did the fifty on the heavens-gate and it's long ago, maybe 6 days 
or so and i still have to clean!"

6 years, almost 6 years ago Cloudy left his human body.

"Is it there? Tell me is is there, is my heart there?"

"Ehm, yes, dont worry".

"Hey who said im worrying? I dont worry, dont spread rumors here, dont tell anyone i 
worry, i dont wanna clean again! Do you see this?" He ask pointing his finger on the sign in
the clouds saying "No Worrys", right next to a signs saying "No Tears", "No Pain".

"Oh!" The arrival says feeling a sudden change – now crying even more. When Cloudy 
suddenly pushes his board underneath the arrival and starts pushing him.

Communicative as he is he comments "Mister D., your individualism is killing it, but you 
cant cry, okay? Because you saw what happens! And we will never arrive at the 
Cloudjungle and meet Mister Jawagumah like that, all we will do will be cleaning and 
crying and thats no life"

Afterall the arrival calms down, granting the little new friend his whish, now almost curious 
to learn more about all the things he is saying – Yet his pain remains deep inside.

And "smoosh"

Cloudy turns into Speedy, pushing his new friend on his skateboard over an ocean of fluffy
clouds covering the heavenly glass, where they leave a track, that slowly overfloats by 
itself. When Mister D. suddenly recognizes a majestic Gate locked by a chain, quietly 
wondering for a second if he is on the inside or outside.

But as they travel further away of the seemingly endless fence of Havens-Gate into the 
free ocean and sunshine, his eyes turn wet again.

"HEY STOP INSALTING ME!" Cloudy shouts from his back, followed by his laughter.
"Do you get it? InSALTing! Hahahaha i gotta tell Mister Fred and Itchy-Dug about that one,
later at the fire place! But first the Jungle, cause fire is not allowed without the drum, as 
you can see over there" he suddenly stops, removes a cloud giving sight of a jungle, a 
small jungle of signs all standing and even floating within a sign-fenced square, 



with a sign on the fence itself saying "Cloudy 7", causing Mister D. to wonder, when 
Cloudy says "

This is my garden. Looks super great, right? You can build your own garden too. Do you 
like building? I love building, i love wood and stone and metal and glass, but its all 
different. We can build anything we want here. Wood as you can see can be floaty and soft
but still hard, you can draw something inside with your finger! Here, try it!" Cloudy says, 
when Mister D. Suddenly holds a piece of wood in his hands while clouds continue to pass
by fast – the travel continues. 

Even though they speed through heaven, the wind is soft, calm and soon the wood causes
Mister D. to fade away in the unknown, the new world, the new oportunies and 
possibilities.

Is this the moment when memories fade as well?

Melting deep into the moment, he is experiencing something he could have never 
imagined. Not only that the wood responds different as all he has ever seen and felt during
his life as a hard working builder and constructor, no, this goes along with a feeling he 
never knew. Not realizing, his eyes are closed and his finger begins to write something 
ingraving the wood of heaven:

Sailor Moon

"Hey wow i love this sign, i am totally the Moon Sailor!" Cloudy says astonished suddenly 
sitting on his shoulder shrinked - or Mister D. and the now seemingly selftraveling 
Skateboard grew to giants? Now cloudy, wearing a little sailor-paper-hat, jumps down to 
the wood, now sailing on a cloud shaped like his beloved drum, and proudly tells "I 
conquered the moon lately! You should have seen this, i replaced the flag of the Apollo 7 
guys with my own flag, the mop haha! But then... man i thought the Finger guy was..." 

Now he is back on his friends shoulder leaning toward his ear again, to whisper another 
insider: "I thought he was sleeping. You can test it, when you wanna make sure to have 
privacy, then just say very quietly "gahdamnit", something like that, thats i figured usually 
making the finger appear - but if not, youre good to go, to do whatever you want. 
The only bad about this: then there are no cloudpipes! I dont get it, he forbidds skating in 
heaven, yet he seems to me like a skater himself, maybe a grumpy one. Yeah i think this is
it, he must have turned grumpy because he cant go skate since he has to... finger, oh my 
god, hahaha!" A loud laughter leaves him accidently, causing him to look up to the sky, 
hoping the mentioned one didnt hear him. 

And seemingly he didnt.
Back in size pushing the skateboard and the friend again like a sled, he quietly checks on 
the situation asking "gahdamnit?", now waiting, hoping, and finally repeating asking 
"gahdamnit? Gahdeemed? Gahdoomed? Gadohohohoooo" He starts shouting 
overwhelemed by freedom, instantly following his sudden need to fly around and grind the 
endless rail of Havens-Gate, when he is losing time and also... the new friend.

Hours later

"Usually i wouldnt like this, no, i wouldnt like this at all, but in this case its great cause i 



could find you! Hey, how about you clean this time and i tell you about the incredible 
session i just had in the Jungle!?" Cloudy says glowing of life, and reaches over the mop, 
silently praying to god, so that he is not going to find himself holding it right away again. 

The moment Mister D. is touching the mop as well, current of life transfers between both 
holding hands throght the wood, when Cloudy adds "Ah what the heck, just sit down, i will 
do this". Said and done, so he doesnt longer have to wait to tell his story.

For the first time in 6 years Cloudy likes to clean. 

"So i was in the Jungle and met Master Jawagumah, he is the instrument crafter here and 
for me like a second father. My real father, who adopted me, he is sometimes in my 
dreams, where we skate mega-clouds and.. wait, was i dreaming? I have to find this out, 
gotta ask Master Jawagumah, he always has answers since he is here for a long time. But
i dont know how long, i gotta ask him."

"Hey can i ask you something little friend?" now Mister D. asks, yet suddenly adds:
"Ah never mind". 

"Sure man, you can ask me anything" Cloudy responds while wielding the mop in fresh 
memorys, treating it like her, his love, now bending over to kiss, when a sudden realisation
stops him ashamed, when his face turns red.
Not to stuck in shame, he simply distracts continuing to tell about the Jungle experience.
"Today i finally got my new drum, Master Jawagumah finished it! And from there on the 
rest of the time was like in heaven. You should have heard it, the magic, the sound and the
trees and the stars, it was all interconnecting and we were flying in waves of music. And 
then, there, at the highest peak of heaven, my love was there. I whish you would have 
been there too, not like "there with my love", that was a private situation you know i am 
talking about, hehe, but there in the Jungle".

Mister D.: "Do you think i would meet my loved ones at this peak of heaven you talked 
about as well?".

"Of course man, haha!"  Cloudy answers happy.

Suddenly pain leaves.

Cloudy adds: "But... only if you follow the signs you can meet them, cause the signs are 
like rules." Suddely he gets close to whipser again "But dont follow that stupid one!" now 
pointing toward the back of the "NO-SKATEBOARD" Sign at Heavens-Gate - "It doesnt 
make sense, its even contradicting because nobody crys skating! We gotta get you on a 
board so you can easily follow the Signs "No Tears", "No Pain" "No worry"! Come on 
Mister D."

The words of the little pink friend make sense to Mister D. Since it will help him to stop 
crying and by that, as he now strongly hopes, become entiteled to meet his loved-ones at 
heavens-peak. And so he now even anticipates the unknown future with another magical 
wood – 

magical even on earth.



"Now give me the Sign you made for me" Cloudy demands enthisiasticly "Come on, come 
on, come on, where is it? come on".

Mister D. Now removes his new backpack from his shoulders, when Cloudy Suddenly 
stares with zooming growing piking eyes, wondering "WHOOOOOT? Oh my god where 
did you get this Cloudpack! Let me see it" – Without permission, he grabs it, to wear it and 
now... he is running around repeating "OH MY GOD!". And Mister D....

he Smiles, for the first time since he arrived.

After a timeless hour of skating around with the Cloudpack, Cloudy returns screaming "BE 
CAREFUUUUUL! - Too late – "Ufff!", another collision.
 
Now, kneeling on the stomache of his laying friend, Cloudy is eger to learn about this bag 
asking "Where did you get it? Did you craft this?"

Mister D. "Ehm, good question. I dont know, i dont remember".

Cloudy: "You have to remember Peter, you have to remember"

Mister D. "Peter? My Name is..." - He cant remember.

Cloudy finishes his sentence: "Mister Super Duper, for now. We gotta get to the Jungle 
finally, there you will get your new official name. But you have to remember where you got 
this Cloudpack, this is important. Did you craft this? You did, didnt you? Do it again!" 
Suddenly Cloudy jumps back down into the Clouds covering the glass, and hecticly shuvs 
loads of them through his legs, as he learned from Itchy-Dug the dog -
And soon Mister D. is covered in Clouds.

"Haaaatschiii" he sneezes, when all the clouds explosivly dissapear, now flying around, 
while he jumps back on his feets and says astonished "I REMEMBER!"

"PETER! SUPER! PETER! DUPER! " Cloudy sings wielding clouds like cheerleaders 
ponpons.

At the same time: "peter" reaches for flying clouds driven by the memory to gather more 
and more. Finally he squeezes them all together to form a ball, and walks over to the 
fascinated staring little Cloudy, who turned slidly red meanwhile taking his cheerlead a bit 
to far with "PETER SWEETER", yet now fully focuses on the white shiney perfect ball 
coming closer. 
Until Mister D. kneels down and says with lovely voice "Here, this is for you my friend".
With teary eyes of happyness, Cloudy takes the gift, and suddenly "SMOOOSH!" - He 
throws it away, now watching it fly toward the horizon shouting "YEEEHAAAA!" 

While the crafter is confused, asking "Why did you throw it away?"

Hit by a realisation that it seemingly wasnt meant for that purpose, Cloudy carefully asks 
"It was not a snowball, wasnt it?"

Mister D. "It was a Cloudpack"



"AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!" Cloudy starts screaming, instantly jumping on his skateboard to
chase the gift toward the horizon.

hours laters

An exhausted little pink creature wearing a Cloudpack returns to Havens-Gate, yelling for 
his friend "MISTER D! WHERE ARE YOU? WHEN YOU HEAR ME, JUST CRY! YOU 
GOTTA CRY! MISTER DEEEE! DEEMIT!..." Suddenly a gigantic finger appears.

"Ugh" Cloudy sounds and starts moving his arms and performing the cleaning routines 
right away as if he would already be holding the mop, until he realizes that this time, there 
is no mop.

"Huh?" he wonders and looks up carefully to the finger, who is seemingly just pointing into 
a direction.

"Oh! Oh thank you dear Mister Finger! But, uhm, would you, would you be so almighty 
super kindy friendly and teleport me? Cause I am really ex... " barely finished his 
sentence, the finger dissapears, leaving him ironically ending his sentence "...tremely 
motivated to go myself, extremely motivated, soooo so motivated! I CANT TELL HOW 
MUCH I AM MOOOODYVATED TO..." finally he finds himself teleported, as he hoped to 
be, yet realizing "WAIT A SECOND! THIS IS EVEN FURTHER AWAY!"

And so he starts to walk carrying his Skateboard under his arm, with his head bend 
forward saying "I cant find him when he is not crying. Mister Finger, i am afraid your whole 
rule-concept doesnt really work out! I never thought i would say this but "It needs 
reformation!" - Stroke by a sudden rush of energy he jumps into a mighty stance, pointing 
toward the sky like a rockstar, glowing of motivation yelling to the audiences he sees "I 
hereby announce to volunteer for presidency of the united heavens, to fix this place! 
WOOOOHOOO!"

And there he is, the mop in his hands.

"Ugh" he sounds and quietly obeys with the last bit of energy remaining, after he put in so 
much into that moment before.

And soon he is finally done: unable to move he falls backwards into the clouds, asleep, in 
a very unusual position with the mop.

Later 

"Cloud-Creature!? Little Friend, where are you? Hellooooo is anybody here? God i need 
your help, i am lost!"

To Be Continued...

In memory of Super Dad, father of a person i follow, who died in 2020,



Chapter 4 – Henry

"Bee carefuuuuul" a voice appears out of nowhere – too late: COLLISON!

"Auuuu" Cloudy instinctively shouts.

Arrival: "Yo new guy, you cant have pain up here".

Cloudy: "New guy? I thought i was... New? Me?"

Arrival: "Dont worry, i will show you around, i just gotta finish my line, because i dont want 
to clean again!".

"Worrying? Me?" Cloudy is thinking while rubbing his eyes, unable to see by the many 
whirling little clouds and confusion.

Arrival: "See ya later friend!"

Cloudy: "WAIT! WAIT WAIT WAIT WAIT! I KNOW YOUR VOICE! THIS CANT BE TRUE! 
YOU ARE... I FORGOT YOUR NAME... BUT I KNOW YOUR VOICE! HEY? ARE YOU 
STILL THERE?"

        To Be Continued...

In memory of professional Skateboarder Henry Gartland: 30.7.1999 - 23.1.2021
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